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The coexistence of multiple distinct structural
states often obstructs the application of three-
dimensional cryo-electron microscopy to large
macromolecular complexes. Maximum likeli-
hood approaches are emerging as robust tools
for solving the image classification problems
that are posed by such samples. Here, we pro-
pose a statistical data model that allows for a
description of the experimental image formation
within the formulation of 2D and 3D maximum-
likelihood refinement. The proposed approach
comprises a formulation of the probability cal-
culations in Fourier space, including a spatial
frequency-dependent noise model and a de-
scription of defocus-dependent imaging effects.
The Expectation-Maximization-like algorithms
presented are generally applicable to the align-
ment and classification of structurally hetero-
geneous projection data. Their effectiveness is
demonstrated with various examples, including
2D classification of top views of the archaeal
helicase MCM and 3D classification of 70S
E. coli ribosome and Simian Virus 40 large T-
antigen projections.
INTRODUCTION
Although over the past decades three-dimensional cryo-
electron microscopy (3D cryo-EM) has matured to be-
come a widely used technique for the visualization of large
macromolecular complexes, the coexistence of multiple
structural states still represents a major limiting factor for
its general applicability (Leschziner and Nogales, 2007;
Llorca, 2005). In contrast to biophysical techniques that
study ensembles of molecules in bulk, cryo-EM allows
visualization of individual particles. Thus, in principle, im-
age processing approaches capable of classifying distinct
structural states hold the promise of characterizing the
conformational spectra of macromolecular machines.Structure 15, 1167–1However, as a result of a low contrast betweenmacromol-
ecules and the surrounding ice, and because of a limited
electron dose to avoid radiation damage, cryo-EM data
typically suffer from great amounts of noise (with signal-
to-noise ratios of the order of 0.1). Moreover, as the
particles adopt random orientations on the experimental
support, the particles need to be aligned prior to 3D recon-
struction. The problems of particle alignment and classifi-
cation are strongly intertwined, and the high levels of noise
complicate their unraveling. Therefore, to date, flexible
molecules or molecules with nonstoichiometric ligand
binding still pose major challenges to the 3D-EM ap-
proach, and the developments of new alignment and clas-
sification algorithms continue to play a crucial role in the
advances of this dynamic field.
For many years, the problems of particle alignment and
classification have been addressed with methods that
did not explicitly take the characteristics of the abundant
experimental noise into account (see Frank, 2006 and ref-
erences therein). Early work on a statistical noise model
for 3D-EM data includes Provencher and Vogel (1988),
and in 1998, Sigworth introduced a maximum-likelihood
algorithm for 2D alignment of EM images (Sigworth,
1998). Similar principles were then also applied by Doer-
schuk and Johnson to the problem of 3D reconstruction
of icosahedral viruses (Doerschuk and Johnson, 2000;
Yin et al., 2003) and to image classification by quantitative
self-organizing maps (Pascual-Montano et al., 2001). Re-
cently, we applied the ML approach to the problem of
combined alignment and classification of structurally
heterogeneous projection data, both for 2D averaging
(Scheres et al., 2005b) and for 3D reconstruction (Scheres
et al., 2007). These contributions have shown that the ML
approach is relatively robust to high levels of noise, and
may be particularly suited for the image-processing chal-
lenges posed by 3D-EM.
The maximum likelihood approach appears to be well
suited to make full use of the proposed data model for
3D-EM. In addition, 3D reconstruction of structurally het-
erogeneous EM data may be viewed as an incomplete
data problem (i.e., with missing data), because the relative
orientations and particle classes of the individual particles
are not directly observed. This leads in a natural way
to an Expectation-Maximization algorithm for likelihood177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1167
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and Casella, 1998 for a more recent exposition). For other
incomplete data problems in structural biology, Expecta-
tion-Maximization approaches have also proven very use-
ful. For example, in the field of protein crystallography,
where the phases of the reflections constitute the missing
data, ML approaches have had a major impact on struc-
ture refinement and phasing (Adams et al., 1997; Read,
2001; Terwilliger, 2000).
In practice, the effectiveness of most approaches, in-
cluding the statistical ones, depends strongly on how
well the underlying datamodel describes the actual exper-
iment. On several occasions, the Expectation-Maximiza-
tion approach has proven to be superior to conventional
(maximumcross-correlation or least-squares) approaches
to 3D-EM image refinement, as long as the synthetic test
data were generated according to the assumed data
model (Scheres et al., 2005b; Sigworth, 1998; Stewart
and Grigorieff, 2004). But, as we also showed, these ad-
vantages were greatly reduced when using test data that
no longer complied with the statistical model (Scheres
et al., 2005b). This contribution illustrated the adverse
effects of an inappropriate data model on the Expecta-
tion-Maximization approach in 3D-EM and formed the
main motivation for the current work.
Aberrations of the electron microscope give rise to
a point-spread function (PSF) that is typically described
in Fourier space by the so-called contrast transfer function
(CTF). Mainly depending on the amount of defocus used
for imaging, the CTF gives rise to changes in the amplitude
and phase of the signal (and part of the noise). Still, except
for a single approach for 3D reconstruction of icosahedral
virus particles (Doerschuk and Johnson, 2000), all
Expectation-Maximization approaches in 3D-EM thus far
have ignored these artifacts. What is more, all existing
approaches share the assumption of white (i.e., uncorre-
lated, with equal potential at all frequencies) Gaussian
noise in the data. Whereas the noise may reasonably
well be assumed to be Gaussian, with relatively high elec-
tron doses per pixel and modeling various independent
sources, see also (Doerschuk and Johnson, 2000), fre-
quency-dependent effects make the assumption of white
noise known to be a poor one for cryo-EM data.
In this paper, we propose amore realistic datamodel for
cryo-EM images and present the corresponding Expecta-
tion-Maximization like algorithms for image alignment and
classification, both for 2D averaging and for 3D recon-
struction. The novelty of our statistical approach lies in
the expression of the probabilities in Fourier space, which
allows for a frequency-dependent model of the noise. The
choice for this space is also a convenient one regarding
the correction of the microscope induced (CTF) effects.
The maximum-likelihood solution to CTF correction would
correspond to a pseudoinverse filter (i.e., dividing by the
CTF for those frequencies where the CTF is not zero,
and multiplying by zero otherwise) (Trussel, 1984). How-
ever, because of the inherent presence of noise in the
data, the pseudoinverse filter is known to yield poor re-
sults for 3D-EM. Therefore, we propose to deviate from1168 Structure 15, 1167–1177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltthe strict Expectation-Maximization regime by using
a Wiener filter for CTF correction, which is known to yield
much better results for 3D-EM data (Penczek et al., 1997).
To illustrate that the resulting algorithm is very close to an
Expectation-Maximization algorithm, we also derive an
exact Expectation-Maximization algorithm for a prefiltered
problem, in which the data is filtered by an approximate in-
verse of the CTF (e.g., a low band-pass approximation or
a Wiener filter with an a priori choice of the signal-to-noise
ratios). The statistical approach is expected to benefit
from the improved description of the experiment, and
these expectations were borne out by application of the
proposed algorithms to various synthetic and experimen-
tal data sets. Application of the corresponding 2D averag-
ing algorithm to top views of archaeal helicase MCM
showed an interesting independence on the number of
classes used, and application of the 3D reconstruction al-
gorithm allowed classification of large T-antigen C-termi-
nal domains with or without an overhanging double
stranded DNA probe.
APPROACH
The Proposed Data Model
We assume that each experimental image Xi of data set X
(with i = 1;.;N) is a noisy, CTF-affected projection of one
of K underlying 3D objects Vk (with k = 1;.;K), to which
zero-mean and spatially stationary Gaussian noise has
been added. Denoting the Fourier transform of a 2D image
A by A^, we model the data as:
ðXiÞ^ = ðCiÞ^

RFi Vki
^
+Gi (1)
whereCi is the PSF for image Xi and ðCiÞ^ the correspond-
ing CTF, RFi is a projection operation with Fi defining the
position of the underlying 3D object Vki with respect to
projection image Xi (as parameterized by three Euler
angles and two in-plane translations, whose parameter
space will be denoted by T), and Gi is 2D Gaussian noise
with independent components, and with covariance
E[ðGiÞm;nðGiÞp;q]= s2i;m;n for coordinates m=p, n=q, and
E[ðGiÞm;nðGiÞp;q]= 0 otherwise. The values of s2i;m;n are un-
known and will be estimated from the data. Note that the
differences with the previously introduced ML3D ap-
proach (cf. Scheres et al., 2007) lie in the appearance of
the CTF and in the characteristics of the noise that was
previously assumed to be uncorrelated (i.e., white). Also
note that the new model of spatially stationary noise
may describe the situation where (part of) the noise is
affected by the CTF.
We assume that all CTFs are known and nonastigmatic,
i.e., rotationally symmetric. Furthermore, we assume that
the images are organized in defocus groups Xf (with
f = 1;.; F), containing Nf images each, and that within
each defocus group, all particles have identical CTFs.
The spatial frequency-dependent character of the noise
is modeled by estimating s2i;m;n in resolution rings SDuðuÞ
with central frequencyu, width Du, and number of Fourier
pixels Nu. To allow for differences between CTF-affectedd All rights reserved
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values for s2i;m;n are averaged over all images inside each
group. These averages will be denoted as s2f ðu;DuÞ.
Likelihood Optimization in the 3D Case
Based on this data model, we express the problem of 3D
reconstruction from structurally heterogeneous projection
data as a single optimization task. Treating the assign-
ments of positions 4i and classmemberships ki asmissing
data, we aim to find a set ofmodel parametersQ thatmax-
imizes the following log-likelihood function:
LðQÞ=
XI
i = 1
ln
XK
k= 1
Z
T
fðXijk;4;QÞfðk;4jQÞd4 (2)
where fðXijk;4;QÞ is the conditional probability density
function (pdf) of observing data image Xi given k, F=4
and Q; and fðk;4jQÞ describes the distribution of the dis-
crete k and continuous F. The parameterQ consists of an
estimate for the K underlying 3D objects Vk, estimates for
s2f ðu;DuÞ, and the distributions of k and f. Based on the
model given in (1), fðXijk;4;QÞ is calculated as:
fðXijk;4;QÞ= 1ð2pÞJ=2jSij1=2
 exp

 1
2
ðXiÞ^ðCiÞ^ðR4VkÞ^;
S1i
ðXiÞ^ðCiÞ^ðR4VkÞ^

ð3Þ
where for image i belonging to defocus group f, Si;m;n =
s2f ðu;DuÞ for coordinates m= n at resolution ring SDuðuÞ,
and Si;m;n = 0 for any msn.
We employ a generalized expectation maximization
(GEM) like algorithm, to which we will refer to as MLF
(see the Supplemental Data available with this article on-
line for details). At the E-step of this iterative algorithm,
the current estimates for the model parameter set QðnÞ
are used to calculate, for all Xi and for all k and f, the dis-
tribution of ð4; kÞ conditioned on Xi:
f

k;4
Xi;QðnÞ= f

Xi
k;4;QðnÞfk;4QðnÞPK
k=1
R
T
f

Xi
k;4;QðnÞfk;4QðnÞ: (4)
In analogy to the ML3D approach (Scheres et al., 2007),
we obtain updated estimates of the underlying objects Vk
by K separate 3D-reconstructions, where each image Xi
contributes to all positions f and all classes kwith aweight
fðk;4jXi;QðnÞÞ as defined in (4). To solve these reconstruc-
tion problems in a weighted least-squares sense, we em-
ploy a modified ART-algorithm (wlsART) that was intro-
duced previously (Scheres et al., 2007). Note that the
probability-weighted assignment of images to all positions
and classes implies that we make ‘‘soft’’ classifications
(and alignments), in a way similar to the fuzzy classifica-
tions in (Carazo et al., 1990; Pascual et al., 2000).
However, as we aim to optimize the original, CTF-
unaffected object, a division by the CTF appears in theStructure 15, 1167–1derivation of the GEM algorithm. This causes singularities
in the optimization of (2) with respect to Vk, since the CTFs
may contain zero values or very small values. To deal
with this ill-posed behavior, we deviate from the strict
Expectation-Maximization regime and deconvolve the
experimental images by using a Wiener filter. We chose
the Wiener filter for defocus series (Penczek et al., 1997),
similar to the one given by Equation 2.32b in (Frank,
2006) or the filter used in the FREALIGN program
(Grigorieff, 2007):
WiðuÞ= SNRiðu;DuÞCiðuÞPN
i = 1 SNRiðu;DuÞjCiðuÞj2 + 1
(5)
where SNRiðu;DuÞ is the frequency dependent (i.e., spec-
tral) signal-to-noise ratio for each image. We estimate a
separate spectral SNR for each defocus group in amanner
as introduced by (Unser et al., 2005). In addition, we limit
our calculations to those spatial frequencies where
SNRðu;DuÞ>0 for the defocus group that has the highest
frequency with nonzero spectral SNR. As the estimates for
Vk typically improve during subsequent iterations of the
MLF algorithm, this means that the number of Fourier
components that is included in the optimization process
increases. In this way, a multiresolution algorithm is ob-
tained that changes its resolution limit in an automated
way, depending on the quality of the current model. We
note here that both the implementation of the adaptive
Wiener filter and this multiresolution behavior are modifi-
cations of the theoretical GEM algorithm, which make
that the proposed algorithm is not guaranteed to optimize
the log-likelihood function as defined in (2). However, to
partly justify the use of phrase Expectation-Maximization
like algorithm, we also (derived and) implemented a strict
GEM algorithm for likelihood optimization in a prefiltered
version of the model (1). Here, a low band-pass approxi-
mation to the inverse CTF filter is applied to the data in
a preprocessing step (also see the Supplemental Data).
One could also use a Wiener filter with an a priori choice
of the SNR. Updating these guesses for the SNR, and
thus updating the Wiener filters, as the computations pro-
ceed would quite naturally lead to the original algorithm
proposed.
Likelihood Optimization in the 2D Case
The proposed 3D algorithm can be adapted with only
minor changes for the case of 2D averaging of a structur-
ally heterogeneous dataset of projection images through
simultaneous alignment and classification (cf. the white
noise ML2D approach as presented in Scheres et al.,
2005b). Apart from the reservations made above, instead
of maximizing the log-likelihood function as given in (2)
with respect to the estimates for the underlying 3D objects
Vk, this multireference refinement algorithm maximizes (2)
with respect to K 2D average images Ak. Thereby, posi-
tions f only include in-plane rotations and translations,
terms R4Vk in (3) are replaced by B4Ak, where B4 is an
in-plane transformation operation, and no 3D reconstruc-
tions are involved. Accordingly, the spectral SNR in (5) is177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1169
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(A–C) Refined maps for MLF3D runs with two, four, and six references, respectively, and the number of particles contributing to each map. 50S
ribosomal subunits are colored blue, 30S subunits yellow, EF-G red, tRNA at the E site orange, and tRNA at the hybrid P/E site green. The results
from the runs with four or six references were interpreted as successful classifications of ribosomes with or without EF-G. The separation in the
run with two references is probably incomplete, as indicated by the weak density for EF-G.estimated based on (Unser et al., 1987). Then, updates for
the estimated Ak are calculated directly by:
	ðAkÞ^
m;n =
PN
i =1
R
T
f

k;4
Xi;QðnÞWiðuÞ
h
B14 Xi
^i
m;n
d4
PN
i =1
R
T
f

k;4
Xi;QðnÞd4
ðfor allm;nÞ ð6Þ
RESULTS
MLF3D on 70S Ribosome Data
To study the behavior of the novel approach in 3D and as
a proof of principle that this approach is indeed capable of
separating distinct structural states, we first applied
MLF3D to a relatively well-controlled structurally hetero-
geneous experimental data set. These data comprised
a random subset of 20,000 images of the cryo-EM data
on 70S E. coli ribosome particles in a translocational state
prior to GTP hydrolysis (H. Gao, J. Fu, J. Lei, A. Zavialov,
M. Ehrenberg, and J. Frank, personal communication) that
was used previously in the introduction of the ML3D clas-
sification approach (Scheres et al., 2007). In that study,
two distinct structural states were identified: a minority
of the ribosomes were found to exist in a ratcheted state
in complex with elongation factor G (EF-G) and with one
tRNA bound at the hybrid P/E site, while the majority of
the ribosomes were found to be unratcheted and with
three tRNAs bound at the A, P, and E sites. In this paper,
we will refer to these structural states as +EFG andEFG,
respectively.
We performed variousMLF3D runs on this subset, using
either K = 2, K = 4, or K = 6 references. Bias-free seeds
were obtained as described previously, using an 80 A˚1170 Structure 15, 1167–1177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Llow-pass filtered map of the unclassified original data
set (Scheres et al., 2007). The refined reference maps of
the run with K = 2 (Figure 1A) were interpreted as the result
of a mediocre separation. One of the references could
correspond to the EFG state, but the other reference,
although enriched in +EFG particles, would still corre-
spond to a mixture, as indicated by the low and fragmen-
tary density corresponding to EFG. The refined maps for
the runs with K = 4 and K = 6 (Figures 1B and 1C) were
interpreted as the result of successful classifications. For
both runs, one of the resulting references corresponded
to the +EFG state, while the remaining references corre-
sponded to rotated versions of ribosomes in the EFG
state. The +EFG classes from the K = 4 and K = 6 runs,
as derived from the maxima of their probability distribu-
tions, overlapped to 86%. These results are in good
agreement with those obtained before with thewhite noise
ML3D approach (Scheres et al., 2007). Still, a significant
difference with the white noise approach was observed
in terms of the spatial frequency-dependent convergence
behavior of the MLF3D algorithm. The novel algorithm
gradually includesmore high frequencies in the refinement
process, as the estimated SSNRs gradually improve and
the corresponding Wiener filters have nonzero values up
to higher frequencies. In addition, the estimated noise
spectra upon convergence illustrate the nonwhite and
CTF-dependent character of the modeled noise (see
Figure S1).
MLF3D on Large T-Antigen Data
Then, we applied MLF3D to a new cryo-EM data set of
Simian Virus 40 large T-antigen (SV40 LTA) dodecamers
in complex with an asymmetric double-stranded DNA
probe containing the origin of SV40 replication (Figure 2A).
Preliminary 2D and 3D analyses of these data revealedtd All rights reserved
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N-terminal domains with respect to the C-terminal regions
(not shown). Therefore, we restricted our structural analy-
sis to the more rigid C-terminal domains of this complex.
Via preliminary 2D alignment and classification, we se-
lected 3,859 side view projections of LTA dodecamers in
complex with the dsDNA probe, and extracted subimages
of the two distal, C-terminal regions of each particle by
windowing operations (Figure 2B). By processing these
subimages independently, we aimed to circumvent align-
ment and classification problems arising from the variable
N-terminal domains. As the asymmetric DNA probe was
designed to extend 23 base pairs (approximately 80 A˚)
from one side of the LTA dodecamer and zero base pairs
on the other side, the classification task for the 7,718 sub-
Figure 2. Application of MLF3D to Large T-Antigen
C-Terminal Domains
(A) Model representation for the complex between the LTA dodecamer
and the asymmetric double stranded DNA probe. The C-terminal do-
mains are colored in blue, the N-terminal domains in yellow, and the
DNA in orange.
(B) Illustration of the windowing operations (403 40 pixels; red) based
on a preliminary 2D alignment of the dodecamers.
(C) Refined references as obtained with MLF3D, with the same color
code as in (A).
(D) Difference map between the two references as obtained with
MLF3D, with positive densities in red and negative differences in
green, both contoured at three standard deviations of the difference
map.
(E–F) As in (C)–(D), but for the ML3D run.
(G–H) Central slices through the maps shown in (C) and (E), respec-
tively.Structure 15, 1167–11images at hand consisted of separating the subimages
with the protruding DNA probe from their counterparts.
We performed an MLF3D classification with K = 2 and
compared the results with a similar ML3D run. A 56 A˚
low-pass filtered version of the crystal structure of the
C-terminal domain (PDB ID: 1svl) was used as a starting
model to generate the initial refinement seeds. The refined
maps of the MLF3D were interpreted as a result of the ex-
pected classification, since the major difference between
them resided in an approximately 75 A˚ long and 20 A˚ wide
rod of density that was attributed to the overhanging DNA
probe, and which extended well beyond three standard
deviations of the difference map (Figures 2C, 2D, and
2G). As opposed to these results, the refined maps ob-
tained byML3D classification were noisier and showed ar-
tifacts at the periphery of the C-terminal rings and in the
form of low-density regions at their centers (Figures 2E
and 2H). Although some difference density due to the
overhanging DNA could be observed, very little features
extended beyond three standard deviations in the corre-
sponding difference map (Figure 2F).
MLF2D on Archaeal Helicase MCM Data
To assess the effectiveness of the MLF approach in 2D,
we applied this algorithm to a cryo-EM data set compris-
ing 4,042 top views of MCM fromMethanobacterium ther-
moautotrophicum. This archaeal helicase was observed
previously to assemble predominantly as six- or seven-
membered rings (Go´mez-Llorente et al., 2005). Given
that beforehand we did not know the number of distinct
structures in the data, we performed independent classifi-
cation runs with three, five, or seven references, and com-
pared the performance of the MLF2D algorithm with that
of the ML2D approach (Scheres et al., 2005b) (Figure 3).
The results of the three MLF2D runs with different num-
ber of references are highly consistent. In each run, one
reference corresponded to a six-membered ring, one ref-
erence to a seven-membered ring, and one reference to
junk particles. Using more than three references resulted
in additional ‘‘empty’’ classes, with zero contributing im-
ages. Moreover, hard classifications based on the maxi-
mum of the probability distributions indicate that the cor-
responding classes of seven-membered rings of the
different runs overlapped up to 87%. Repetition of these
runs starting from different random seeds showed very
similar results (not shown).
The results of the ML2D classification approach show
a different picture. In the calculation with three references,
all three classes correspond to six-membered rings. Clas-
ses corresponding to seven-membered rings are only ob-
served when using five or seven references, and these
classes overlap to 83%. Furthermore, the number of par-
ticles contributing to each class tends to be more evenly
distributed than in the MLF2D runs, and more of the class
averages correspond to six-membered rings with slightly
different appearances. Further analysis of the particles
assigned to these classes revealed that the classification
resulted in a separation partially due to the occurrence77, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1171
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that the CTF phases had been corrected.
MLF2D on Synthetic Data
To investigate the potentials of the novel approach inmore
detail, we performed multiple MLF2D runs on synthetic
data. For this purpose, we simulated structurally hetero-
geneous data sets by applying 1,500 random in-plane
rotations and translations to each of two phantom images
of 32 3 32 pixels, representing projections of a ring made
of six or seven spheres, respectively. These phantoms
were also used previously for the introduction of the
white-noise ML2D approach (Scheres et al., 2005b). The
in-plane rotations were distributed uniformly, the transla-
tions according to a 2D Gaussian centered at the image
origin and with a standard deviation of two pixels. Data
sets with different SNRs were created by adding increas-
ing amounts of (white) Gaussian noise to the data. Subse-
quently, both the signal and the noise were affected by the
simulated effects of an electron microscope. To this pur-
pose, the 1,500 particles of each of the phantom images
in every data set were divided in 3 subsets of 500 particles,
each of whichwere filteredwith one of three different CTFs
(Figures 4A and 4B). The data sets thus obtained had qua-
dratic SNRs (as defined in Frank, 2006) ranging from 0.02
to 0.25.
Figure 3. Application of MLF2D to MCM Data
(A) Estimated CTF curves for the defocus groups with the smallest de-
focus value (1.1 mm; top) and the largest defocus value (5.1 mm;
bottom).
(B) Example images corresponding to the defocus groups as shown in
(A).
(C–E) Refined references for MLF2D (top rows) and ML2D (bottom
rows) runs with three, five, and seven references, respectively. The
fraction of integrated probability weights for each class is indicated
in the lower right corner of each reference. References that were inter-
preted as 7-fold symmetric particles are indicated with a 7 in the upper
right corner.1172 Structure 15, 1167–1177, October 2007 ª2007 ElsevierWe repeatedly applied MLF2D classification to each of
these data sets and compared the results with those ob-
tained by using the ML2D approach (Figures 4C and
Figure 4. Application of MLF2D to Synthetic Test Data
(A) The three CTFs that were applied to the test data, with defocus
values of 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 mm.
(B) Examples of simulated images with a signal-to-noise ratio of 0.1
(one for each CTF).
(C) Average and standard deviation for the class purities as obtained in
five MLF2D (black) and five ML2D (gray) runs, by using the complete
set of 2 3 1,500 simulated particles with the three different CTFs at
varying SNRs. The definition of class purity is as defined on page
549 of Tan et al. (2006). Note that purities range from 0.5 for random
classifications to 1.0 for perfect classifications.
(D) Corresponding refined references for the solution with the third best
purity for MLF2D (top) and ML2D runs (bottom) with data at varying
SNRs.
(E) As (C), but only using the 2 3 500 simulated particles with the CTF
as indicated with a dashed line in (A).
(F) As (D), but for the runs presented in (E).
(G) Bottom row: average and standard deviation for the relative class
sizes (fraction of integrated probability weights), ordered from the larg-
est to the smallest class for five independent runswith three (left) or five
(right) references, by using the data comprising all three CTFs and with
a SNR of 0.15. Top row: the corresponding class averages for the run
with the third highest sum of probability weights in two largest classes.
The fraction of integrated probability weights for each class is indi-
cated in the lower right corner of each reference.Ltd All rights reserved
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yielded significantly better results, i.e., purer classes and
cleaner reference images than ML2D. Even at relatively
high SNRs, ML2D classification shows relatively low aver-
age class purities and with high standard deviations
among the purities obtained in the independent runs. Fur-
ther analysis showed that for these data, the ML2D
approach sometimes correctly classified the structural
heterogeneity, but other times, it classified particles ac-
cording to their defocus value. The MLF approach did
not suffer from classification according to defocus value
and classified the structural heterogeneity even for data
with SNRs as low as 0.06.
To eliminate the effects of classification by defocus
values from our analyses, we repeated these calculations
by using only the subset of 1,000 images with a defocus of
2.5 mm (Figures 4E and 4F). In this case, for data with
a SNR of 0.1 or higher both MLF2D and ML2D were capa-
ble of classifying the structural heterogeneity in each of
the five runs performed. However, MLF2D still yielded
purer classes and cleaner reference images than ML2D.
Moreover, for data with SNRs lower than 0.1, ML2D failed,
while MLF2D still classified the structural heterogeneity for
data with SNRs in the range of 0.06–0.1.
Finally, to further investigate the behavior of the novel
approach with respect to the number of classes, we per-
formed five independent classification runs by using either
three or five references for the simulated dataset with
a SNR of 0.15 and comprising images with three different
CTFs. As observed for the MCM data set, a strong ten-
dency to converge to classes of highly unequal size was
observed. In particular, the two major classes of all runs
corresponded to the two different phantom structures in
the simulated data, and very few particles contributed to
the remaining number of classes (Figure 4G).
DISCUSSION
Given the abundant levels of experimental noise in cryo-
EM data, approaches with a statistical noise model are
expected to provide suitable solutions for the image pro-
cessing problems in this field. In particular structurally het-
erogeneous data, containing projections of macromolec-
ular machines in distinct structural states, have posed
serious limitations on the applicability of 3D-EM tech-
niques. Therefore, it is interesting to see the growing num-
ber of Expectation-Maximization approaches for cryo-EM
image alignment, reconstruction, and classification tasks.
The robustness of these approaches has been illustrated
on several occasions, and their effectiveness is also illus-
trated by their use in an increasing number of cryo-EM lab-
oratories (e.g., see Dang et al., 2005; Gubellini et al., 2006;
Martı´n-Benito et al., 2007; Schleiff et al., 2003; Stirling
et al., 2006). Still, the statistical data model adopted in
these approaches is known to be apt for improvement,
as CTF effects are ignored, and the assumption of uncor-
related (i.e., white) noise is known to be a poor one for 3D-
EM data. In the work presented here, we propose a more
realistic data model for cryo-EM images and present theStructure 15, 1167–corresponding Expectation-Maximization like algorithms
for 2D and 3D alignment and classification of structurally
heterogeneous projection data.
The probability distributions of the proposed statistical
model are expressed in Fourier space. In this way, we
model spatially stationary (i.e., nonwhite) noise by using
Gaussian distributions with varying widths at different
spatial frequencies. As the power of the experimental
noise in cryo-EM data typically also varies with spatial fre-
quency, the proposed model is probably more accurate
than a white noise model. The assumption of white noise
in conventional approaches is a consequence of assum-
ing independence between the probability distributions
of all (real-space) pixels of an image. In theMLF approach,
this assumption has been traded for the assumption of
independence between the probability distributions of
all Fourier components. This assumption is probably a
more reasonable one, as long as the images are not
masked in real space. Multiplication with a mask in real
space is equivalent to a convolution with the transform
of the window function in Fourier space, which introduces
correlations in the noise in Fourier space. Therefore,
perhaps in contrary to general practice in 3D-EM, we do
not mask our experimental images when applying this
approach. In this respect, the presence of closely neigh-
boring particles may present a problem for some data
sets, and this will be a subject of future research.
The proposed algorithms employ a Wiener filter to de-
convolve the CTF-affected images. In addition, we im-
plemented an automatedmultiresolution approach, where
the number of Fourier pixels included is gradually in-
creased throughout the refinement process, as the quality
of the estimated model parameters improves. In a strict
sense, these modifications deviate from the Expecta-
tion-Maximization regime, meaning that our algorithms
do not explicitly maximize a log-likelihood target function.
The maximum-likelihood solution to CTF restoration is
a pseudoinverse filter, which is known to work poorly in
the presence of noise in the data (Trussel, 1984). Further-
more, as the model typically contains only low-frequency
information at the early stages of refinement, limiting
the probability calculations to those frequencies may not
only lead to increased robustness and radius of conver-
gence (cf. Dengler, 1989; Doerschuk and Johnson,
2000; Sorzano et al., 2004a; Stewart and Grigorieff,
2004) but also to a computationally more efficient algo-
rithm. Therefore, we consider our implementation of the
adaptive Wiener filter and the multiresolution approach
in the MLF algorithms as necessary or at least practical
modifications of the theoretical Expectation-Maximization
algorithms. However, this also means that the conver-
gence behavior of theMLF algorithms is no longer guaran-
teed bymathematical theorems. Therefore, we empirically
validated that the log-likelihood indeed increases at every
iteration for representatives of all runs presented in this
paper (see Figure S2). The fact that this was the case for
almost all calculations suggests that our deviations from
the strict Expectation-Maximization regime are reason-
able at least. In addition, we compared our results with1177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1173
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tion-Maximization algorithm, with a CTF pseudoinverse
prefiltering of the data and limiting all calculations to those
frequencies before the one where the CTFwith the highest
defocus value passes through zero (see Figure S3). The
strict GEM algorithms converge to comparable solutions
as those obtained with the MLF algorithms, separating
the data into similar classes as those presented in the Re-
sults section. The somewhat improved performance of the
MLF algorithms may be considered as a validation of the
modifications exposed above.
An important effect of CTF correction is that it prevents
the novel algorithms from classification of particles
according to their defocus value, as was sometimes ob-
served for the white noise approach. Since separation
according to defocus value competes with the separation
of structural variability, it may severely affect the classifi-
cation results. Consequently, MLF2D performed signifi-
cantly better than ML2D in our tests on synthetic data,
even at relatively high signal-to-noise ratios (Figures 4C
and 4D). Similarly, the use of three references in the
ML2D classification of MCM particles resulted in three
structurally similar classes, but with distinct average defo-
cus values (Figure 3C). Two ways could be proposed to
circumvent the problem of classifying particles according
to their defocus value. First, the inclusion of more refer-
ences in the refinement could be used to allow both sep-
aration of structural variability and separation according to
defocus value. This approach was applied successfully to
the 2D averaging of the MCM data (Figures 3D and 3E).
Second, one may opt to process the data in so-called de-
focus groups, where particles with similar defocus values
are processed independently. The efficiency of this ap-
proach was illustrated for the 2D averaging of the syn-
thetic data (Figures 4E and 4F). In practice however, the
number of available experimental images is often too
small to apply any of these two solutions. This is particu-
larly the case for the 3D problem, where a large number
of images need to be combined in each 3D reconstruction
and where apart from structural variability and distinct de-
focus values, a third effect competes in the particle classi-
fication. Due to computational limitations, the angular
sampling in the current implementations of both MLF3D
and ML3D is typically limited. This may result in the con-
vergence toward slightly rotated, but otherwise structur-
ally identical references (Figures 1B and 1C), apparently
to accommodate particles with projection directions fall-
ing in between the angular grid used (cf. Scheres et al.,
2007). Consequently, the ML3D approach would require
a higher number of references than the expected number
of structural states to compensate both for the limited an-
gular sampling and for the separation by defocus value. As
the MLF approach does not suffer from classification ac-
cording to defocus value, this approach allows combina-
tion of all particles in a single optimization process, which
is a considerable advantage.
A second advantage that may be related with CTF cor-
rection is illustrated by application of MLF3D to the subim-
ages of the C-terminal regions of large T-antigen in com-1174 Structure 15, 1167–1177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevierplex with a DNA probe containing the origin of SV40
replication. Since LTA dodecamers do not assemble in
the absence of DNA, and because of the asymmetric
design of the DNA probe, we know that dsDNA should
protrude from one side of the complex. Still, in our experi-
ence, its visualization poses a challenge to alignment and
classification algorithms. This is also illustrated by the av-
erage image in Figure 2B that lacks DNA density, probably
as a result of a mediocre alignment caused by the large
degree of structural variability in the data. Thus far, DNA
density in 2D averages has only been observed by using
ML2D classification (Scheres et al., 2005b). In the 3D
case, using either conventional angular refine-
ment schemes (Valle et al., 2006), or the ML3D approach
(Scheres et al., 2007), we were never capable of visualiz-
ing DNA density. Also for the data presented in this paper,
the ML3D approach yielded reconstructions lacking DNA
density and consequently failed in classifying the particles
from either side of the dodecamers (Figure 2D). Therefore,
it is remarkable that the MLF approach was capable of
both visualizing the DNA in 3D and separating the particles
with DNA from their counterparts without overhanging
DNA (Figure 2C). Indeed, the dimensions of the density at-
tributed to the DNA maps agreed well with the expected
size of the overhanging DNA probe. We hypothesize that
the CTF correction in the MLF approach may be responsi-
ble for this improvement. As a consequence of CTF cor-
rection, the aspect of the refined models (in 2D and in
3D) changes with respect to the conventional approach.
The typical regions with negative density around the re-
fined particles in the white noise approach are no longer
observed with the new method. These regions are typi-
cally visible as black ‘‘halos’’ around white particles on
a gray background (e.g., see Figure 2H). These effects,
which are caused by the CTF, may interfere with the cor-
rect alignment of the relatively thin DNA as it sticks out
of the LTA dodecamers into the negative density of the
halo. For the CTF corrected references in the MLF algo-
rithms, these black halos no longer exist (the references
are typically observed as white particles on a black back-
ground; see Figure 2G), so that they no longer interfere
with the correct alignment of the DNA.
The application of MLF2D to the experimental MCM
data set revealed another interesting type of behavior of
the novel algorithm (Figure 3). The number of references
to use in the optimization process is the most important
free parameter in both the MLF and the conventional
ML classification approaches. This number ideally should
reflect the number of distinct structural states in the data,
which unfortunately is not known a priori under typical
experimental conditions. However, irrespective of the
number of references used for the MCM data, the new
approach converged to three structurally distinct refer-
ences, and the remaining references converged to empty
classes, i.e., without any contributing particles. This ten-
dency to converge to (almost) empty classes when using
a higher number of references than the number of distinct
structures in the data was also confirmed by application to
simulated data (Figure 4G). Possibly, this desirableLtd All rights reserved
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model, describing the experiment in a more adequate
way. In any case, as the optimal choice for the number
of classes is a key issue in pattern recognition (Young
and Fu, 1986), the fact that the new algorithm seems to
partially overcome this problem (at least in 2D) by the sta-
bility of the results for a range of class numbers, opens
a range of interesting new possibilities that will be the sub-
ject of future research.
Based on the observations presented above, we con-
clude that the proposed model for cryo-EM data and the
corresponding Expectation-Maximization-like algorithms
for alignment and classification provide notable advan-
tages over existing approaches. In particular, the spatial
frequency-dependent description of the noise, the ability
to combine images with distinct defocus values in a single
optimization process and the correction of CTF effects on
the references are marked improvements. The presented
algorithms have been implemented in the open-source
package Xmipp (Sorzano et al., 2004b) and are generally
applicable to structurally heterogeneous cryo-EM data.
As such, the proposed approach may represent a signifi-
cant contribution to the development of cryo-EM image
processing tools that allow visualization of distinct struc-
tural states for a wide range of macromolecular machines.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Implementation
The algorithms for 2D and 3D MLF classification were implemented in
the open-source package Xmipp (Sorzano et al., 2004b). The discreti-
zation of the rotational angles, parallelization through a message-
passing interface (MPI), the convergence criteria, the modeling of 3D
objects by blobs (Marabini et al., 1998), and the 3D reconstructions
by the modified weighted-least-squares ART algorithm are all as de-
scribed for the corresponding white-noise approaches (Scheres
et al., 2005b, 2007). With respect to the integrations over all transla-
tions, some changes were made. Calculation of the probability-
weighted averages for the updates of the model parameters entails
exhaustive integrations over all classes, in-plane rotations, and trans-
lations. In the white-noise approach, all translations for a given class
and in-plane rotation could be calculated in an efficient way by using
fast Fourier transforms. By expressing the probabilities in Fourier
space, this is no longer possible, and all translations need to be eval-
uated one at a time (through phase shifts of the Fourier components),
which strongly affects the computational efficiency of the algorithms.
Therefore, besides reducing the vast search space as presented pre-
viously (Scheres et al., 2005a), we limited all translational searches to
a user-provided range around the optimal translations from the previ-
ous iteration (i.e., we implicitly assume a zero-valued pdf outside the
search range). For all calculations presented in this work, we used
a range of ±3 pixels in both directions. Thereby, the computational
costs of the MLF2D and MLF3D algorithms were observed to be com-
parable to those of the ML2D and ML3D algorithms (results not
shown).
Refinement Protocols
All MLF2D and ML2D runs were performed until convergence as de-
fined previously (Scheres et al., 2005b), using a 5 sampling for the
in-plane rotations. TheMLF3D andML3D runs comprised 20 iterations
for the ribosome data and 25 iterations for the LTA data, and all corre-
sponding 3D reconstructions were performed by using the default pa-
rameters of the wlsART algorithm (l = 0.2, k = 0.5, andM = 10). For the
ribosome refinements, exhaustive integrations over all orientationsStructure 15, 1167–were performed, by using an angular sampling of 12. All LTA refine-
ments were performed by using an angular sampling of 10 and impos-
ing 6-fold symmetry. In addition, to reflect the prior knowledge that all
imageswere side-view projections of the dodecameric complexes, the
tilt-angle integrations were limited to 50–130 degrees (again assuming
zero-valued pdfs outside this range). To prevent the inclusion of high-
frequency terms too early in the MLF refinements, all estimated spec-
tral SNRs in the MLF3D runs for the LTA data and the MLF2D runs for
the simulated data were multiplied by 0.25.
Ribosome Data
The employed data on 70S E. coli ribosomes is a subset of 20,000
randomly selected images of a cryo-EM data set that was presented
previously (Scheres et al., 2007). These data comprised normalized,
CTF-phase corrected, and down-scaled images of 64 3 64 pixels
(with a pixel size of 5.6 A˚). For the MLF3D approach, the data were
divided in nine distinct defocus groups, with average defocus values
ranging from 1.1 mm to 3.8 mm.
Large T-Antigen Data
Simian Virus 40 LTA was purified as reported previously (Simanis and
Lane, 1985). The asymmetric double-stranded DNA probe comprising
the origin of SV40 replication was obtained by PCR with primers oligo-
EcoRI (50-GAA-TTC-CCG-GGG-ATC-CGG-TCG-AC-30 ) and oligo-
HindIII (50-AAG-CTT-TCT-CAC-TAC-TTC-TGG-AAT-AGC-30) and
plasmid pOR1 as a template (DeLucia et al., 1986). This 107 base
pair long probe was designed to extend 23 base pairs at the AT-rich
region binding side of the LTA dodecamers. Complexes of LTA do-
decamers and DNA were prepared as described previously (Valle
et al., 2006). The sample was vitrified on glow-discharged Quantifoil
grids, and micrographs were recorded under low-dose conditions at
a magnification of 50,0003 on a FEI Tecnai F20 with a field emission
gun, operated at 200 kV. The micrographs were scanned on a Zeiss
Photoscan TD scanner with a pixel size corresponding to 2.8 A˚.
Down sampling by linear interpolation yielded a final pixel size of
5.6 A˚. For each micrograph, the CTF was estimated by using CTFFIND
(Mindell and Grigorieff, 2003) and the phases of the Fourier compo-
nents were corrected by using a standard phase-flipping protocol.
Side-view projections of the LTA dodecamers were manually selected,
extracted as images of 803 80 pixels, and normalized. Subsequently,
from each side-view projection, two subimages of 403 40 pixels were
extracted as described in the main text. For the MLF3D approach, the
data were divided in seven defocus groups, with average defocus
values ranging from 3.8 mm to 6.8 mm.
MCM Data
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum MCM was purified as de-
scribed previously (Go´mez-Llorente et al., 2005). Protein samples
were vitrified and imaged as described for the LTA data. Micrographs
were digitized in a Zeiss Photoscan TD scanner with a pixel size corre-
sponding to 1.4 A˚ and down sampled to a final pixel size of 4.2 A˚. The
CTF parameters for each micrograph were estimated, and the corre-
sponding phases were corrected as described for the LTA data. Top
views of MCM complexes were selected manually, extracted as 64 3
64 pixel images, and normalized. For the MLF2D runs, the data were
divided into seven defocus groups with average defocus values rang-
ing from 1.1 to 5.1 mm.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data include a supplemental note on the mathe-
matical background of our approach and Figures S1–S3, which re-
spectively describe the spatial-frequency-dependent behavior of the
MLF3D algorithm, an empirical verification of the log-likelihood gain
at very iteration, and the results of the strict Generalized Expecta-
tion-Maximization algorithm for representatives of all runs presented
in the main text. These data are available at http://www.structure.
org/cgi/content/full/15/10/1167/DC1/.1177, October 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1175
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